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MOTIVATION

•AI is a discipline in the making

•When a new discipline is being forged, it will struggle with may 
misconceptions, often going down wrong paths, reversing, and maybe 
revisiting some “wrong paths” which may turn out to be correct in view of new 
info

•Early days: symbol processing  learning  …

Now: learning + symbol processing?

•The age of AI-ALCHEMY (alchemy did occasionally produce something that can 
be used)



MISCONCEPTION 1: Time for learning is not an issue

•“Time needed for learning is not important, as long as it CONVERGES!”

Human Pilot

CAE.com
Data Poor 
Task Rich!

NOT just convergence 
TIME IS THE ISSUE!

From: Ho, S.-B. (2016). Deep Thinking and Quick Learning for Viable AI. Proceedings of the Future Technologies Conference 2016, San Francisco, U.S.A., December 

6-7, 2016, pp. 156-164, Piscataway, New Jersey: IEEE Press. 

Failed!

Air Combat Simulator
(CGF = Computer Generated Force)

• Intelligent functioning <> 
mathematical convergence

• Also related to biology and 
survivability

• Lee Smolin: Time Reborn!

•No deep/causal understanding of why certain 
maneuvers were used 

•2 related issues:
•Stationarity of the environment
•Speed of learning (real time)

•Real-time online rapid planning/re-planning needed! Timeless laws. Crisis in physics

Ho 2016



•Deep reinforcement learning

•ONE algorithm to learn to play all 50 Atari games => General AI

•Consider what the problem requires! Don’t choose the problems that can fit your method. 
Choose/invent/rethink/ methods that are required for real/noologically realistic problems!

... 50+ games

Needs rapid learning, relearning, planning, re-
planning!  Task Rich, Data Poor!

Tsividis, et al. 2017
(Josh Tenenbaum’s group)

• No time performance measure!

• Potentially non-stationary environment – change of speed? 
Change of rules?

• Humans learn fast to play a decent game and can adapt rapidly 
to rule changes!

MISCONCEPTION 1: Time for learning is not an issue
Mnih et al. 2015



• Just over 100 years later, Passingham and Wise 2012 higher form 
animals such as humans and primates:

• “learn, represent, and update the causal relationship between 
the choice of a particular object and the specific outcome 
caused by the choice, and they can do so on the basis of a 
single event.” (p. 128 of Passingham and Wise 2012)

• Correlated with the presence of a denser granular layer (layer IV) in 
some of their frontal cortical areas. 

• The lower form animals  “ancestral slower reinforcement learning” 
based on trial and error - such as mammals who lack this cortical 
property

• Thorndike observed cats in his puzzle box and saw trial 
and error learning of solution responses. 

• When the Gestalt psychologist Kohler (1925) presented 

similar problems to apes, he did not observe trial and 

error performance or activity at all but rather was sure 
that his animals solved by a flash of insight - that they 
thought about the problem and the solution suddenly fall 
into place – Thinking, Problem Solving, Cognition, Mayer 
1983, p. 20

From: Ho, S.-B. (2017). Causal Learning vs Reinforcement Learning for Knowledge Learning and Problem Solving. Technical Reports of the Workshops of the 31st

AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence, San Francisco, February 4-9, 2017, Palo Alto, California: AAAI

Thorndike 1911 Reinforcement Learning

Cat emits all kinds of actions: 
Bite at the bar, jump up and down, 
meow, … pull at strings

Pre-knowledge?

MISCONCEPTION 1: Time for learning is not an issue
Gleitman et al. 
1999

Gleitman et al. 
1999

Ho 2017

Fuster 2008
Passingham & 
Wise 2012



If the lever is elevated and the rat must stretch to reach it!

Reward with food when it is near the area of the lever
Reward with food when it happens to be facing the lever
Reward with food when it happens to be facing the lever     

and stretching its body a little upward
…stretching all the way up

This sequence is learned based on 
INTERMEDIATE REWARDS! 

S-B reinforcement learning with no intermediate rewards 
would be impossibly long! – S-B style of RL cannot be 
applied to animals!

Cat-box is easier because 
lever/paddle is easily hit and 
there is only ONE Step!

Squirrel Water Skiing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xxKwesCKJk

RL in real life!

MISCONCEPTION 1: Time for learning is not an issue

RL in the lab:

Deemed human 
intervention and “not 
intelligent”

But without intermediate rewards the process is un-noologistically long! Either way, is it “intelligent”?

Gleitman et al. 
1999

Gleitman et al. 
1999

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xxKwesCKJk


A Chicago Coyote, tagged 
for study.

“They learn the traffic 
patterns, and they learn 
how stoplights work!”

How many times are 
the Coyotes allowed 
to die (negative 
reinforcement signal) 
in order to learn? 
Need rapid (causal) 
learning.

MISCONCEPTION 1: Time for learning is not an issue

No reinforcement 
learning possible!

No pre-knowledge 
possible! (Coyotes 
didn’t go to school!)

Time for learning is 
LIFE AND DEATH!

Another real life situation: (2013 Scientific American) 
URBAN ECOLOGY



• Location(Agent, L1, T1) & Touch(Agent, Hexagon, T1) 
Energy_Increase(Agent, T1+Δt) – a specific causal rule 

• Location(Agent, L2, T2) & Touch(Agent, Hexagon, T2) 
Energy_Increase(Agent, T2+Δt) – another specific causal rule 

• Location(Agent, location-ANY, time-ANY) & Touch(Hexagon, 
time-same-ANY)  Energy_Increase(Agent, time-same-
ANY+Δt)

- a more general rule from dual instance generalization

Generalization: food can be anywhere as long 
as it is a hexagonal shape. At any time too.

• Non-intensive search

• (Causal) knowledge rich

Noologically Realistic 
Processes

From: Ho, S.-B. (2016) Principles of Noology: Toward a Theory and Science of Intelligence. Switzerland: Springer International.

Ho, S.-B. (2017) The Role of Synchronic Causal Conditions in Visual Knowledge Learning. CVPR 2017 Workshops, pp. 9-16.

MISCONCEPTION 1: Time for Learning is Not an Issue

This is what INTELLIGENCE is all about!

Quick causal learning paradigm

Quick learning of 
general causal 
description of a 
shooting event

Ho 2016

Ho 2017



THE TASK FORWARD

• Move beyond reinforcement learning

• Rapid learning is a must!

• Understand the learning of causal knowledge for 
intelligent functioning and problem solving

• Zhu’ group, Ho’s group,  …



MISCONCEPTION 2: Problem solving? Just search!

•Problem solving as a searching process (Russell &Norvig) vs problem solving as causal 
rule discovery

•Just search:

•Search is actually the “non-intelligent” part. Intelligent functioning is a causal discovery 
process.

•Search/optimization needed/useful for vision/low-level vision, but for cognitive level…

•Consider what intelligent solution the problem requires! Don’t choose the problem that can 
fit your method. Choose/invent/rethink/ methods that are required for noologically relevant 
problems!

Noologically Realistic 
Processes

•A mouse/baby can do this!

This is a foundational 
problem that has to be 
solved satisfactorily!

From: Ho, S.-B. (2016). Principles of Noology: Toward a Theory and Science of Intelligence. Switzerland: Springer International.

Ho, S.-B. (2016). Cognitively Realistic Problem Solving through Causal Learning. Proceedings of the 2016 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Las   

Vegas, U.S.A., July 25-28, 2016, pp. 115-121.

Ho 2016

Ho 2016

Rapidly learned 
“intelligent” path



Initially no knowledge that Obstacle is an impediment.

Activate SMG solution.

Thwarted Formulate Causal Rule:

Noologically Realistic 
Processes

THWARTIING and 
COUNTER-THWARTING

MISCONCEPTION 2: Problem solving? Just search!

Noological Realism

+ causal reasoning system

ObstacleSpatial Movement to Goal 
(SMG)

From: Ho, S.-B. (2016). Principles of Noology: Toward a Theory and Science of Intelligence. Switzerland: Springer International.

Ho, S.-B. (2016). Cognitively Realistic Problem Solving through Causal Learning. Proceedings of the 2016 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Las   

Vegas, U.S.A., July 25-28, 2016, pp. 115-121.

Ho 2016

Rapidly learned 
“intelligent” path

Rapidly learned 
“intelligent” path



THE TASK FORWARD

• Move beyond extensive search

• Rapid learning is a must!

• Understand the learning of causal knowledge for 
intelligent functioning and problem solving

• Zhu’ group, Ho’s group, …



MISCONCEPTION 3: We can ignore motivation and emotion

• The uneasiness of dealing with matters of the emotion – Russell and Norvig’s
(2009) comments:

P. 53: Because “happy” does not sound very scientific, economists and 
computer scientists use the term utility instead.

• “motivation” and “emotion” NOT in the index! 

• DESCARTES’ ERROR! 1995 book:

• (The New York Times) — Even modern neuroscience has tended, until 
recently, to concentrate on the cognitive aspects of brain function, 
disregarding emotions. 

• This attitude began to change with the publication of Descartes’ Error in 
1995. Antonio Damasio—"one of the world’s leading neurologists" 
• challenged traditional ideas about the connection between emotions 

and rationality. ….
• demonstrating what many of us have long suspected: emotions are 

not a luxury, they are essential for rational thinking and to normal 
social behavior.

• AI:
• Recent sentiment analysis “movement” – sentic computing
• FPIC’s intentionality
• Need to model at least something like Maslow’s hierarchy:



THWARTIING and 
COUNTER-
THWARTING

Frustration/Anger: 
Threaten you with the 
compromising of your 
safety need in order to 
satisfy my need to 
complete my task 
(competence need).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVlhMGQgDkY (1:20)

pbrunet441 day ago
When the robot overlords come, they will remember you, 
hockey stick guy.
Subgenius1 day ago
The AI overlords will not forget 2:06

MISCONCEPTION 3: We can ignore motivation and emotion

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVlhMGQgDkY
https://www.youtube.com/user/pbrunet44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVlhMGQgDkY&lc=z12hx5izaxqnx1ok422qv5o4ko3betqut
https://www.youtube.com/user/jsymons1985
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVlhMGQgDkY&lc=z12kc3rj4m3wyt5wa04cgznjykj3y5ji5n40k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVlhMGQgDkY&t=126s


MISCONCEPTION 3: We can ignore motivation and emotion

Ultimate 
intentionality!

From: Ho, S.-B. (2017). A Principled Framework for General Adaptive Social Robotics. International Journal of Artificial Life Research, 6(2):1-22.

Ho, S.-B. (2016). Cognitive Architecture for Adaptive Social Robotics. Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Intelligent Robotics and Applications, Tokyo, 

Japan, August 22-24, 2016, pp. 549-562.

Ho 2016, 2017



TASK FORWARD

•Computational model of at least this:

•Investigate complex interaction of plans, goals and 
EMOTION!  (Sentic Computing – still “classification”)

•VISION MEETS COGNITION MEETS EMOTION MEETS 
MOTIVATION… Intentionality, etc.

From: Ho, S.-B. (2017). A Principled Framework for General Adaptive Social Robotics. International Journal of Artificial Life Research, 6(2):1-22.

Ho, S.-B. (2016). Cognitive Architecture for Adaptive Social Robotics. Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Intelligent Robotics and Applications, Tokyo, 

Japan, August 22-24, 2016, pp. 549-562.

Ho 2016, 2017



MISCONCEPTION 4: Symbolic processing is passé

•Symbolic representations and reasoning are passe. Just do machine learning

•Learning is needed, but so are symbols for explicit and deep characterization of knowledge – learning + 
symbolic processing (explainable, instructable AI, etc.)

• Issue is also not just about learning, it is about GROUNDED LEARNING – learning of grounded concepts 
for DEEP AND TRUE UNDERSTANDING

•Schank’s (1977) script: symbolic, built-in

•Now we can learn from ground up!

•And causality/causal chain too!

Age of symbolic rep and reasoning
Age of failure of symbolic rep and reasoning
Age of machine learning/connectionism
Age of success of machine learning…

Also 
internal 
ground

Si et al. 2011
(Song-Chun 
Zhu’s group)

Restaurant Script

Causal 
AND-OR 
Graph

Schank & 
Abelson



TASK FORWARD

•Combine symbol processing and learning

•Grounded learning of concepts in symbolic
form is essential for TRUE, DEEP, and COMPLETE
understanding



MISCONCEPTION 0: (“meta-level”)

•“We can get away with no theory (of intelligence)”

physics

physics

Historical engineering Current engineering

So, if we want 
our AI system 
to pass the 
Turing test?

Ho, S.-B. (2016). Principles of Noology: Toward a Theory and Science of Intelligence. Switzerland: Springer International.

Ho, S.-B. (2016). Priciples of Noology: A Theory and Science of Intelligence for Natural and Artificial Intelligence. AAAI 2017 Spring Symposium Technical Report, 

Stanford University, March 27-29, 2017, Palo Alto, California: AAAI.

Toy rocketry Serious rocketry



TASK FORWARD

•Construct a theory of intelligence (A NOOLOGICAL LEVEL THEORY!)

• Got to give the discipline a 
formal name. You can’t forever 
call yourself “AI researchers”

• Like nature of life researcher 
(biologist), or the nature of 
physical reality researcher 
(physicist)? Therefore: noologist!

• And then you strive to reach 
“Chemistry/Physics” from 
“Alchemy”

Ho, S.-B. (2016). Principles of Noology: Toward a Theory and Science of Intelligence. Switzerland: Springer International.

Ho, S.-B. (2016). Priciples of Noology: A Theory and Science of Intelligence for Natural and Artificial Intelligence. AAAI 2017 Spring Symposium Technical Report, 

Stanford University, March 27-29, 2017, Palo Alto, California: AAAI.



SUMMARY: MISCONCEPTIONS AND TASKS FORWARD

•MISCONCEPTION 1: Time for learning is not an issue

•TASK FORWARD: Understand the rapid learning of causal knowledge for 
intelligent functioning and problem solving

•MISCONCEPTION 2: Problem solving? Just search!

•TASK FORWARD: Understand the rapid learning of causal knowledge for 
intelligent functioning and problem solving

•MISCONCEPTION 3: We can ignore motivation and emotion

•TASK FORWARD: Deep computational model of motivation and emotion

•MISCONCEPTION 4: Symbolic processing is passé

•TASK FORWARD: Grounded learning of concepts in symbolic form is essential for 
true, deep, and complete understanding

•MISCONCEPTION 0 (meta-level): We can get away with no theory of intelligence

•TASK FORWARD: Construct a theory of intelligence

Vision to Cognition to Emotion to Motivation! FPIC!

Ho, S.-B. (2016). Principles of Noology: Toward a Theory and Science of Intelligence. Switzerland: Springer International.

Ho, S.-B. (2016). Priciples of Noology: A Theory and Science of Intelligence for Natural and Artificial Intelligence. AAAI 2017 Spring Symposium Technical Report, 

Stanford University, March 27-29, 2017, Palo Alto, California: AAAI.


